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1. [The authors] agree with the New Atheists that ________________ religions have been the source of sexual
repression and harm. But we vehemently disagree that this criticism applies particularly to
_____________________. (p.187 | k.1771)

2. According to Roback Morse, “Either sex is a _______ _________, or it isn't. If it is really no big deal, then
‘unwanted sexual activity’ shouldn't be particularly ____________________.” (p.186 | k.1767)

3. What are three reasons God created sex? (p.187 | k.1776)
1.
2.
3.

4. Following the ______________________ pattern would not increase ____________, as Dawkins and Harris
suggest, but would clearly result in fewer ____________, unwanted _____________________, and
__________________________. (p.188 | k.1785)

5. Scripture condemns the _______________________ of sex-sexual activity expressed outside a lifelong,
committed _____________________ between one man and one woman. (p.188 | k.1786)

6. How does oxytocin work and what does it do? (p.189 | k.1796)
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7. The ___________________ evidence supports the ____________________ view of sex: appropriate sexual
_______________________ before marriage provide for healthy human functioning. (p.190 | k.1801)

8. What four reasons do the authors give why Christian couples have the best sex? (p.190 | k.1812)
1.

2.

3.

4.

9. What kind of sex does the “sexual revolution” promise? (p.193 | k.1836)

10. According to McIlhaney and Bush, “Perhaps the most damaging philosophy about sex in recent years has
been the attempt to separate ________ from the ____________ __________________. (p.194 | k.1847)
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